



	NOTES4: 
	RIDE HEIGHT: 19mm
	DROOP: Standard (30mm)
	TOE IN/OUT: 0˚
	CASTER: 14˚
	STABILIZER: None
	CAMBER: -2˚
	Camber Link inner: 0
	STEERING SPACER: 1
	STEERING SPACER OUTSIDE: 1
	DAMPER TYPE: TD Big Bore Front (V1)
	SPRINGS: TD Yellow (4.24)
	OIL: AE 27.5wt
	PISTONS: 3x1.3mm
	REBOUND: 0mm
	LENGTH: 80.5mm
	NOTES2: 
	NOTES: - Used #7081 Short front shock tower.
	RIDE HEIGHT2: 21mm
	DROOP2: Standard (40mm)
	TOE IN/OUT2: 1mm shim (4˚)
	STABILIZER2: None
	CAMBER2: Kit (-1.5˚ in block)
	REAR RC: 0
	DAMPER TYPE2: Durango BB Front (V2)
	SPRINGS2: TD Black (2.81)
	OIL2: AE 32.5wt
	PISTONS2: 2x1.6mm
	REBOUND2: 0mm
	LENGTH2: 77.5mm
	NOTES3: 
	TRACTION LEVELS: Low
	DATE: 14-11-2015
	NAME: Paul Dijkstra
	EVENT/TRACK: MAC Vlijmen Winter Championship '15/16
	SURFACE(S): Dirt, Loose off the racing-line, Bumpy
	AIR TEMP: 15˚C
	CONDITIONS: Slightly tacky (moist), but indoors (dry)
	DIFFERENTIAL: Ball diff, medium tightness
	SETUP COMMENTS: Result: TQ and win.Overall: Car had very good grip, felt balanced and handled bumps extremely well.Setup tip: Balance offered some room to play with the setup:- Forward shorty position has more acceleration, feels safe and neutral.- Rearward shorty position gives some pendulum effect to increase steering at corner entry and increase overall cornering speeds at the cost of some acceleration.For qualifying, the rearward position was used. For the finals, the forward position was used to better defend position at the start and on the straights.
	SLIPPER CLUTCH 1: Standard clutch & pads
	MOTOR: HobbyKing X-Car 6.5T/5200kV
	SPUR GEAR  PINION GEAR 1: 81T/23T
	SPUR GEAR  PINION GEAR 2: HobbyKing X-Car 100A
	PUNCH  BOOST SETTINGS: High punch, no boost
	BRAKE  DRAG BRAKE SETTINGS 1: 40% Brake, no drag brake
	BRAKE  DRAG BRAKE SETTINGS 2: Savöx SC-1258TG
	BATTERY  LOCATION 1: Shorty, forward placement
	BATTERY  LOCATION 2: Xray XB4 wing, half gurney
	BATTERY  LOCATION 3: 1601g
	WEIGHT BALANCE FRONT REAR: 68.35%/31.65%
	WIDTH FRONT  REAR: 249mm Front / 247mm Rear (includes tires)
	NOTES5: Weight in battery area: 79g under LiPo and 5g behind battery (instead of foam spacer).
	BRAND: dBoots
	TREADCOMPOUND: Multibyte (rear) B compound
	INSERT: AKA moulded red (soft)
	RIMS: Associated rear wheel (12mm hex)
	NOTES TIRE: - 1.5mm Spacer (per side) between hex and rim to widen the car.
	BRAND_2: dBoots
	TREADCOMPOUND_2: Multibyte (rear) B compound
	INSERT_2: Schumacher tubby medium, cut in half
	RIMS2: Associated front wheel (12mm hex)
	undefined_6: - Used #7082 - 12mm (Associated) hex conversion.- 1mm Spacer (per side) between hex and rim to widen the car.
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	Text83: www.petitrc.com
	Weight under battery: 79g under LiPo
	Ballast: 5g


